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PARALLEL BISECTION ALGORITHMS FOR SOLVING
THE SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONAL EIGENPROBLEM *
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Abstract. In this paper we study the different approaches used so far to apply the bisection method for

solving the symmetric tridiagonal eigenproblem. We review the sequential methods used to perform the final

extraction of the eigenvalues and compare two new techniques that offer very good results. The sequential version

of the bisection method we have implemented even surpasses the results of the QR iteration in some cases. We

also perform an exhaustive survey of the approaches that can be used to parallelize the bisection method and we

compare two parallel algorithms that apply different schemes for distributing the computation among the

processors. The experimental analysis developed shows that the bisection method, besides its flexibility in the

partial computation of the spectrum, is a method that offers very good results when it is adequately parallelized.

We also show that the behaviour of the algorithms is clearly matrix-dependent.
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1. Introduction. It is well known that one of the most important problems in
numerical computing is the computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices. There
are many areas where this problem arises, such as structural dynamics, quantum chemistry,
oceanography, economics theory or control process.

Often the matrices that appear when solving these problems have some special
structure. Certainly, the symmetric tridiagonal matrices have received more attention, not
only due to their intrinsic importance, but because they appear during the solution of the
eigenproblem of general symmetric matrices.

There are many methods to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Probably the most
commonly used, due to its excellent performance in the sequential case, is the QR iteration.
Recently, however, with the rise of parallel architectures some other methods have received
attention. We can point out, for example, the Jacobi method, the divide and conquer
approaches and the bisection and multisection methods. Each of them has its advantages
and disadvantages regarding their execution time, the accuracy of the results they offer, the
possibility of partially computing the spectrum of matrices, etc.

On the other hand, the increase in the use of parallel architectures is enormously
affecting the solution of problems involving a large amount of computation, and is defining
the kind of methods used to solve these problems. It is very important to make an effort to
design and implement good algorithms that exploit the enormous potential of parallel
architectures. Algorithms that solve the eigenproblem of different kinds of matrices should
be included in the new mathematical libraries for parallel machines.

We have taken into account two important tendencies that are been followed to design
and use parallel architectures. First, different machines like the Cray T3D are a good
example of massively parallel computers, and can be included in the architectures with their
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memory physically distributed but logically shared. Another important tendency is the
design of portable algorithms using message-passing libraries like the PVM.

In this paper we will focus on the eigenproblem of symmetric tridiagonal matrices. A
lot of work has been done to solve this problem, and so this paper will first make an
exhaustive review of the previous efforts developed by other authors, both in the parallel
and sequential cases.

For various reasons, we will concentrate specifically on the bisection method. It
provides excellent results in the sequential case, close to these of the best method (the QR
iteration), it is flexible enough to compute any part of the spectrum, and it offers enormous
potential for parallelism using different approaches.

During the experimental analysis we will pay special attention to the behaviour of the
algorithms with different classes of tridiagonal matrices, because they are clearly problem-
dependent.

The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we make a thorough review of the
previous work to reflect the state of the art. In section 3 we briefly describe the sequential
algorithm we have parallelized. Section 4 is devoted to the parallel algorithms we have
implemented. In section 5 we describe the architecture of the Cray T3D, the test matrices
used and the experimental results obtained. Finally, in section 6 we give some conclusions.

2. State of the art. In recent years different authors have developed many algorithms
to compute the eigenvalues, and sometimes the eigenvectors, of symmetric tridiagonal
matrices. However, all these algorithms can perfectly be classified into four basic methods:
the QR iteration, the bisection and multisection method (BM), the divide and conquer
method (DV) and the homotopy method. In this section we will review the origin and the
main contributions for each one of these methods. We will specially focus on the BM
method because the two parallel algorithms that we analyze in this paper use it.

Several papers that compare some of the previous methods have been presented. First,
in the sequential case we should cite the paper [19], where the authors present some general
ideas to design good symmetric eigenroutines to be included in LAPACK [1]. The practical
comparative study developed in [37] is also very interesting. Some comparative analyses
have also been performed in the parallel case and on different architectures. We can, for
example, point out the classical papers [39] on shared memory machines, and [29] on
distributed memory machines, and more recently the studies by [42] and [3].

QR iteration [26] has been considered the most efficient method to compute all
eigenvalues in the sequential case. A parallel algorithm for multicomputers that uses this
method can be found in [27]. In the symmetric tridiagonal case the cost of the QR
factorization is of O(n). However, there are not efficient scalable parallel implementations
of this method, so other approaches are being considered for parallel architectures.
Moreover, other methods, such as DV and BM methods offer competitive results even in
the sequential case.

A method that is presently being studied is the homotopy method, also called the
continuation or embedding method. It is well known and has been used in the past for
finding the zeros of nonlinear functions. Its theoretical foundation is the topology. The
basic idea is to construct a homotopy from a trivial function to the one of interest. Under
certain conditions, smooth curves starting from the trivial solutions will lead to the desired
solutions.

The homotopy method has only recently begun to be used for the computation of
matrix eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This method has received attention for this
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application due to its natural parallelism. Therefore, algorithms based on this method are
excellent candidates for multiprocessor computers.

The method was originally proposed in [15] for the computation of the eigenproblems
of symmetric matrices, and it was practically applied in [36]. Afterwards this method was
applied to the symmetric tridiagonal case in [35]. There are also parallel versions of the
method in this case [38] and in the general symmetric case [42].

The application of the divide and conquer algorithms to the computation of the
eigenvalues of symmetric tridiagonal matrices is based on the possibility of dividing the
original matrix into two tridiagonal submatrices by using some kind of modification. Once
we have computed the eigenvalues of the submatrices, it can be proved that the intervals
they define allow us to delimit the position of the eigenvalues of the original matrix. The
real power of the method is based on the possibility of applying the divide and conquer
scheme at different levels.

The method originally developed by Cuppen [17] is based on the application of rank
one modifications [14]. More recently some efficient algorithms that use rank two
modifications have been implemented [37].

The development of the method is independent of the class of modifications applied.
During the division stage, the original matrix is divided into many tridiagonal submatrices.
If we continue this process until we have obtained matrices of size 1x1 or 2x2, their
eigenvalues can be computed trivially. On the other hand, if we stop the division stage with
bigger submatrices, their eigenvalues can be computed using, for example, the QR iteration.
The development of the updating stage is based on the application of some algorithm to
approximate the eigenvalues of the divided matrices using the eigenvalues of the
submatrices as delimiters. In [17] the author uses a rational interpolation algorithm to
approximate the zeros of the secular equation. In [13] and [44] the authors apply different
combinations of the bisection and the Newton method to approximate the zeros of the
characteristic polynomial. Finally, in [37] the authors use the Laguerre method to complete
this task.

The divide and conquer method has been the object of some efficient parallelizations.
Among them we can point out the first parallel version of the method developed in [20] or
different parallel algorithms designed in [18] based on some variant of the same method.
More recently, in [48] we can find an efficient parallelization of the method that uses rank
two modifications in the updating stage.

On the other hand, the bisection and multisection method has produced the largest
number of different approaches, both in the sequential and parallel case. The bisection and
multisection method in the tridiagonal case has its foundation in the possibility of dividing
the spectrum of the matrix. Specifically, it is possible to define a function called neg cn ( )
that, computed in any point of the real line, gives us the number of eigenvalues on each side
of the point. This idea was originally exploited by Wallace Givens in [24] and [25]. That
author used the Sturm sequence property [26] as a method to divide the spectrum.

If we define the symmetric tridiagonal matrix T as
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and define the Sturm sequence of the matrix in the point c as
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then the number of sign changes of this sequence equals the number of eigenvalues of T
smaller than c.

The computation of this sequence can be done using the following widely known
recurrence:
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The original sequential method by Givens was implemented and improved using
several acceleration techniques in later papers [53], [30] and [31].

In [53] and [52] the author establishes that the bisection method is very good to isolate
the eigenvalues, but that it can be notably accelerated if combined with some root finding
method that converges faster than the plain bisection. The author cites as examples the
Newton method (quadratic) and the Laguerre method (cubic).

Some improved versions of the bisection method were later presented. Specially
important is [9], where the authors used for the first time a modified version of the Sturm
sequence that avoids the overflow problems of the original sequence.

Specifically if we define
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it can be shown very easily that the number of negative elements of this sequence equals
the number of eigenvalues of T smaller than c. From this point on, we will call this value
neg cn ( ) .

Sequence (4) can be computed by using the following recurrence:
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The routine implemented in [9] has served as base and reference of almost all the later
algorithms using the bisection method. Indeed, one version of that routine was included in
the EISPACK library [2] with the name bisect.

The use of the modified Sturm sequence (4) is not problem-free. Supposse λ is an
eigenvalue of T and is very close to an eigenvalues of its leading submatrix of size n-1, then
a good number of root-finders can have a lot of problems to find a zero of q cn ( ) in λ. In
this case we say that λ is a hidden eigenvalue, [43]. Another widely studied problem with
(5) is that the recurrence can fail if any of its elements is zero.
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Several authors [10] or [18] have solved this problem using different approaches.
However, the basic idea is to replace the zero element with a very reduced value eps, that
we can choose as the machine precision. Due to the special properties of the symmetric
eigenproblem, this modification does not substantially affect the accuracy of the results
obtained.

In [11] the BM method is divided into two phases. During the isolation phase we
delimit the position of the eigenvalues into intervals that only contain one of them by
applying a plain bisection algorithm. Later, during the extraction phase we can use faster
root-finding algorithms to compute the eigenvalues. From these ideas, several authors have
used different techniques during the extraction phase. For example, in [6] the author uses
cubic polynomial interpolation as well as first and second order Newton iteration, and in
[10] the authors use the pegasus method [21].

Some authors divide the extraction phase in two sub-phases. For example, in [10] the
authors start the extraction process by applying several bisection steps until they obtain an
interval where the characteristic polynomial is monotone. Then they can assure that the
Pegasus method converges very fast. In [50] the author also uses the Pegasus method, but to
compute the eigenvalues of hermitian Toeplitz matrices. In that paper the author uses the
Pegasus method to find the zeros of the function q x( ) defined as the last element of the
recurrence (5). As it is defined in (4), this function is discontinuous in the zeros of p xn− ( )1 .
Once isolated each eigenvalue, the author applies several bisection steps until he obtains an
interval where q x( ) is continuous, then he applies the Pegasus method to extract the
eigenvalue.

In this paper we implement two techniques of extraction and we compare them with
others widely used so far. First we implement the Laguerre iteration to compute the zeros of
the characteristic polynomial in each isolated interval, second we implement a method that
starts the extraction phase by applying several steps of the Laguerre iteration in order to
obtain an interval where the function q x( ) is continuous, then we apply the Pegasus
method to approximate the eigenvalues as the zeros of this function. As it can be seen in
[3], this last technique clearly gives better results than the one used in [50] and so we will
use it in the experimental analysis shown in section 5.

Finally, we must point out that the application of the acceleration methods described
above does not always produce faster convergence to the eigenvalues. Often the
eigenvalues of some tridiagonal matrices tend to group in numerically indistinguishable
clusters. In these cases the application of acceleration techniques can be less efficient than
the use of the plain bisection approach.

Due to its special characteristics, the bisection method has been the object of multiple
and very different parallelizations. In a later section of this paper we perform a survey of
the fundamental approaches and analyze two parallel algorithms that we have implemented.

Moreover, we must point out the fact that the bisection method can be applied to the
general symmetric case, though with very high costs. However, there are some kinds of
structured matrices, called efficiently structured in [49], in which the cost of the method can
be notably reduced. Very recently some sequential implementations of the method have
been carried out in the case of Toeplitz matrices [50]. Besides, there are several parallel
implementations of the bisection method in the case of banded Toeplitz matrices [4] and
also in the Toeplitz-plus-Hankel case [5].

3. Sequential bisection algorithm. One of the fundamental features of the bisection
method is its flexibility. While other methods like the QR iteration or the Cuppen's method
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force us to compute all the eigenvalues, the BM methods allow us to compute any single
eigenvalue, or any group of consecutive eigenvalues.

The foundation of the sequential algorithm is the adequate use of the function neg cn ( )
and the modified Sturm sequence (5). To implement this algorithm we begin with an initial
interval (a,b) containing all the eigenvalues we want to compute. This interval can be
obtained, for example, by means of the Gershgorin circles [26].

When we bisect the initial interval we define two subintervals (a,c) and (c,b), and from
the computation of n neg cc n= ( )  we can know the eigenvalues contained in each one. If we
repeat this process we can finally obtain an interval (a,b) that isolates one eigenvalue, or
that contains a cluster of eigenvalues with a separation less than a given value.

Once we have isolated the eigenvalue, we can use the function q cn ( ) defined by the
last element of the modified Sturm sequence. We can then apply a root finding method
faster than the plain bisection to extract the isolated eigenvalue as the only root of that
function in the isolated interval.

program compute-group (p,q,tol,λ(p:q))
/* Given two integers p and q such that 1≤p<q≤n, this program
computes all the eigenvalues of T between λp and λq*/

Compute the initial interval (ar,as) using Gershgorin circles

Store the initial interval in the queue

while queue non-empty

if (interval (ar,as) is included in (ap-1, aq)

and (s=r+1)) then /∗ contains only one eigenvalue of T */
extract(ar,as,tol,λs)
if queue non-empty then

get a new interval (ar,as) from the queue

endif

else

if |ar - as| < tol then /* cluster of eigenvalues*/

λi=(ar+as)/2, i=r+1, ..., s

else

c=(ar+as)/2; k=negn(c)

if (k=r) or (k ≤ p-1) then
r=k; ar=c

else if (k=s) or (k ≥ q) then
s=k; as=c

else

store the interval (c, as) in the queue

s=k; as=c

endif

endif

endif

endwhile

After defining the way to approximate each individual eigenvalue, we can describe
how to exploit these ideas to extract any group of consecutive eigenvalues. To face this task
we will use a queue of intervals containing eigenvalues. During the process of isolating of
each eigenvalue, the non-empty intervals produced that contain any of the eigenvalues to be
computed are stored in a queue. Specifically the queue contains the limits of the intervals
(a,b) and the value of the function neg cn ( )  in these points (na, nb). Each time we extract
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one eigenvalue or a cluster, we start the process again with a new interval taken from the
queue in order to approximate the next one. The algorithm compute-group summarizes the
process of computing any group of eigenvalues. In this algorithm an interval of the form
(ar, as) contains all the eigenvalues between λr+1 and λs, and tol is a value that can be
defined like in the stopping criterion (9).

The algorithm used to implement the function extract(ar,as,tol,λs) defines the
speed of the method, except when we have many clusters of eigenvalues. In [3] we prove
that, of all the algorithms used so far, the Laguerre iteration is the one that offers the best
results (see Figure 1). In the following section we describe how to use this iteration to
approximate the eigenvalues.

3.1. The Laguerre iteration. The application of the Laguerre iteration as a method
for accelerating the extraction of the eigenvalues was already suggested in [52], and that
technique has been used in [37] as a basic step in a divide-and-conquer method. The
Laguerre method has been proved to have cubic convergence in the neighbourhood of a
single eigenvalue.

Each iteration of the Laguerre method is based on the following expression:
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and, in (6) we denote
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An algorithm to evaluate the previous recurrences and to apply the Laguerre iteration
can be found in [37] and in [3].

Another important aspect of the iterative method is the criterion to stop it. From an
analysis of the accuracy of the Laguerre iteration that can be found in [37] we have chosen
the following condition:

(9) ˜ ˜ max ,  ˜ ,( ) ( ) ( )λ λ δ λ εi
k
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where ˜( )λi
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4. Parallel algorithms

4.1. Antecedents of the parallel bisection method. The parallelization of the BM
method admits different approaches and can be accomplished efficiently on different kinds
of architectures. The idea of performing a parallel implementation of the bisection method
to compute the eigenvalues appears very early in [33], or in [7], where the authors propose
a technique of parallelization of the method on a MIMD architecture based on the use of a
queue of intervals.

The idea of replacing the plain bisection by a multisection technique was also applied
very early in order to obtain a large number of intervals to work in parallel with. Regarding
this, we can point out the approaches by [28] on a SIMD architecture, or by [51], where the
author performs an initial multisection to define groups of intervals containing the same
number of eigenvalues and then distributes these groups to the processors. After this initial
phase, each processor uses a bisection technique to compute the eigenvalues of its intervals.
The application of a parallel multisection technique can also be found in [8].

In [12] a parallel algorithm that uses a "dynamic spawning" technique as an alternative
to the use of a queue is studied. The algorithm is implemented on a MIMD simulator that
includes a distributed and a shared memory. In that paper the three classes of parallelism
that we can exploit in the bisection method appear for the first time.

1. We can parallelize the computation of the modified Sturm sequence that allows
us to obtain the functions neg cn ( )  and q cn ( ).

2. We can parallelize the computation of each eigenvalue, so that all processors
cooperate in its calculation.

3. We can parallelize the computation of groups of eigenvalues, so that different
processors, in parallel, compute different groups of eigenvalues.

One of the best known parallel versions of the bisection method is the one proposed in
[39] on a shared memory machine. The algorithm, applying the ideas of [28] and [33], uses
a multisection technique during the isolation phase, while during the extraction phase a
plain bisection method or the Zeroin method (based on the combination of the secant
method and the bisection) is applied. Besides, in [39] the authors prove that bisection is
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better than multisection in order to compute a single eigenvalue. However, during the
isolation phase they prefer to apply the multisection technique.

Another classical reference about the parallel bisection method is the paper by [29],
where the authors compare three different approaches to compute the eigenpairs of
symmetric tridiagonal matrices: the Cuppen's method, the bisection method and a method
that combines multisection during the isolation phase and bisection during the extraction
phase. The algorithms are implemented and studied on a distributed memory machine with
hypercube topology.

Another version of the parallel bisection method is presented in [32]. In that paper the
algorithm is implemented on a network of transputers using a bidirectional ring topology.
The author describes one algorithm for the computation of a single eigenvalue and another
to compute the whole spectrum. In the first case he applies a parallel multisection method,
while in the second case the author uses a method that separates the isolation and extraction
phases.

The load unbalance problem that can arise in the previous method can be solved with
the approach presented in [46], where the author also uses an array of transputers. In this
paper three different algorithms that apply pipeline and farming technique in order to
balance the load are described.

In [10] the authors apply a bisection method during the isolation phase and then use the
Pegasus method to extract the isolated eigenvalues once they have obtained good starting
points.

Regarding the first class of parallelism cited above, the author of [22] uses a “recursive
doubling” strategy to compute the Sturm sequences in parallel. In [40] the authors apply a
parallel technique that combines the advantages of segmentation and the cyclic reduction
method for solving general linear first order recurrence problems.

Other algorithms that use vector and SIMD architectures have been proposed. We can
mention, for example, the method proposed in [47] where the author performs a
comparative study of the bisection and multisection methods on different vector computers.
Another algorithm that use this class of architecture can be found in [16].

4.2. Parallel algorithms implemented. Continuing with the evolution of the parallel
bisection method, in [3] we performed an experimental comparison of the basic approaches
used to parallelize the method, and we compared the results with parallel implementations
of the divide and conquer method. The complete analysis is developed on different classes
of parallel architectures and using different programming environments. In this paper we
extract and analyze two of the parallel algorithms that obtain the best experimental results
by applying the bisection method.

Both algorithms exploit the third kind of parallelism described in the previous section.
The basic difference between the algorithms is the technique used to distribute the intervals
to the processors.

The first of the parallel algorithms implemented, that we will call pstsep, uses a static
distribution scheme. The initial interval (a,b) containing all the eigenvalues to be computed
is distributed to all the processors. Each processor is in charge of approximating a group
with the same number of consecutive eigenvalues. To accomplish this task each processor
uses the algorithm compute-group described in section 3. During the isolation phase, each
processor only stores the intervals containing the eigenvalues that it is in charge of
computing.

The algorithm presents the advantage of using an SPMD (single program multiple data)
scheme. Besides, every processor works fully independent of the others without having to
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perform any communication or synchronisation. As far as every processor computes the
same number of eigenvalues, the load could be perfectly balanced. However it is well
known that the eigenvalues of different classes of tridiagonal matrices can have very
different distributions along the spectrum. Even in a limit case like the one that occurs with
the Wilkinson matrices [52], where the majority of the eigenvalues can form clusters in
pairs. In these circumstances, the load balance in the pstsep algorithm can be quite poor,
producing bad parallel results. This justifies the implementation of an algorithm that applies
a dynamic load distribution technique.

The second parallel algorithm implemented and analyzed, that we will call pstfar, uses
a dynamic technique for distributing the intervals to the processors. The idea we have
applied is a generalization of the one used in [46] on an array of transputers. Instead of
using a farming method, we apply a more general master/slave strategy where all
communications among the master and the slaves can be performed directly.

The master processor is in charge of managing a queue of intervals, and sending them
each time one of the slaves is ready to compute a new eigenvalue. The master starts by
sending the initial interval (a,b) to one of the slaves. This processor computes the first
eigenvalue contained in the interval. The non-empty intervals produced during the isolation
phase are sent to the master as soon as they are produced. The master sends the intervals
back to the slaves or stores them in the queue.

Process master

received=0 -- number of eigenvalues received

ready=p-1 -- number of slaves ready to receive an interval

Send the initial interval to one slave

while received < number of eigenvalues to compute

Receive data from the slaves

case

• an interval is received

Store it in the queue

if ready >0 then

Send the interval to a ready slave

ready = ready - 1

endif

• an eigenvalue or cluster is received

received = received + eigenvalues received

ready = ready + 1

if queue non-empty then

Send an interval to a ready slave

ready = ready - 1

endif

endcase

endwhile

Broadcast the signal to finish.

On the other hand, the slave processors wait to receive an interval and are in charge of
approximating the first eigenvalue contained in it by means of the algorithm described in
section 3. Each time the slave extracts an eigenvalue or a cluster of eigenvalues it sends the
result to the master. The master collects the eigenvalues and is able to know that the slave is
ready to receive a new interval.
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Process slave

while the signal to finish is not received

Receive an interval

if interval contains more than one eigenvalue then

Bisect until the first eigenvalue or cluster is isolated

Send the non-empty intervals to the master

endif

Extract and send the eigenvalue or cluster to the master

endif

5. Experimental analysis.

5.1. Computational Environment. All the practice experiments have been
performed on a CRAY T3D. This machine is a highly scalable multiprocessor that consists
of from 32 up to 2048 very powerful super scalar processors. Thus, it can be included in the
class of massively parallel computers. Our target machine is located in the Ecole
Politechnique Fédérale of Lausanne (Switzerland) and consists of 256 processors.

The CRAY T3D is a shared distributed memory multiprocessor. That is, each processor
has its own local memory but the memory of every node can be globally addressed. In this
way, each processor can access the contents of the memory of any other processor. This
operation is performed by hardware, by using special circuits incorporated to the different
process elements. As a consequence, the access and management of data located in every
processor is transparent for the user, who may not worry about the location of the data to be
accessed in the memory by its programs.

The basic node of this parallel computer consists of two process elements (PEs) and a
routing switch. Each PE includes an Alpha microprocessor by DEC, a local memory and an
adequate support hardware, which in combination with the routing switch, allows the
processor to globally address all the local memories.

The different nodes of the CRAY T3D are interconnected through a 3D bi-directional
torus network. This network permits a bandwidth up to 300 Mbytes per second over each
one of the three possible dimensions.

To implement the parallel algorithms on this machine we have used the standard PVM
message-passing environment [23]. This allows us to obtain a highly portable code and to
make comparisons of the experimental results on different types of parallel machines [3].

5.2. Experimental results. As we said before, the performance of the sequential and
parallel algorithms strongly depends on the problem, i.e., on the kind of the tridiagonal
matrix on which they are applied. Both the BM and the DV methods depend on the
distribution of the eigenvalues along the spectrum. Moreover, the results of the BM method
are greatly influenced by the number of clusters and hidden eigenvalues. On the other hand,
the performance of the DV algorithms depends on the number of deflations produced
during its execution.

Several authors have started from the previous arguments to analyse the computing
algorithms for several types of matrices, giving rise to a wide set of test matrices which
represents the most diverse conditions. In the analysis of our algorithms we are going to
utilise a group of matrices similar to that used in [37] and [42]. This group consists of 12
types of matrices whose behaviour can differ from the different algorithms studied. For the
specific case of the pstsep and pstfar algorithms we can group the above matrices into four
basic classes, which we shall use as target matrices to analyze the cited algorithms. A
thorough study of the characteristics of the twelve types of matrices and the corresponding
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analysis of the behaviour of bisection/multisection and divide-and-conquer algorithms on
them can be found in [3].

The first class of matrices is represented by tridiagonal Toeplitz matrices, in which the
eigenvalues are symmetrically distributed with regard to the centre of the spectrum, and
tend to group near the extremes but without forming a cluster. Class 2 is given by
tridiagonal matrices whose eigenvalues are uniformly distributed along the spectrum. Class
3 is constituted by the Wilkinson matrices [52]. Most of their eigenvalues are grouped in
clusters of two eigenvalues. The matrices of the last class have their eigenvalues grouped in
a single cluster, with the exception of one, which is far from the rest and whose value is
one.

Let us now summarise some of the experimental results obtained by comparing
different sequential and parallel algorithms for computing the eigenvalues of symmetric
tridiagonal matrices. A wider study can be found in [3].

The results for the sequential case have been obtained by using Fortran language on an
Alpha processor of the CRAY T3D.

First of all, it is worth noting that the bisection method, applied in two phases, has been
the basis for all the algorithms presented in this work. The efficiency of the sequential
algorithm is based mainly on the speed of the approximation method utilised during the
extraction phase. In Figure 1, the execution time of four very representative approximation
algorithms is compared. These algorithms are based on the pure bisection (bis), the Newton
method (nwt), the Laguerre method (lag) and the Laguerre-plus-Pegasus method (lpe).

Root-finding algorithms
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FIG. 1. Comparison of extraction methods. n=1024.

Figure 1 helps us to clearly verify that the experimental results depend on the type of
matrix whose eigenvalues must be computed. As can be observed, the computing time for
the matrices of type 4 is much smaller than the rest and cannot be represented in the same
scale. It can also be noticed that for type 3 matrices (Wilkinson matrices) the final
extraction method has little influence, as practically all the eigenvalues are located in
clusters by pairs. Thus, the algorithm has difficulties to isolate most of the eigenvalues and
the majority of the execution time is devoted to this phase, where just pure bisection is
utilized.

In the other two types of matrices, it can be seen how pure bisection method (bis) is
clearly slower than the others, and the Laguerre method (lag) is the most efficient one, even
surpassing the Newton method (nwt) which has been considered by some authors, [6], [46],
[45], as the most efficient one for the extraction phase of the method.
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As the Laguerre method has proved to be the most efficient one, we have utilised it to
implement the extraction phase of the two-phases bisection algorithm (dstrid). In Figure 2
we compare it with other methods for computing eigenvalues of symmetric tridiagonal
matrices.

The dspmg algorithm is the implementation performed in [37], based on a method of
DV type which combines rank-two modifications during the division phase with the use of
the Laguerre method during the updating phase.

The dsterf algorithm is the routine of LAPACK which applies the QR iteration to
compute all the eigenvalues of symmetric tridiagonal matrices.

Finally, the dstebz algorithm is the routine of LAPACK which applies pure bisection to
solve the same problem.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of sequential algorithms. n=1024.

In Figure 2 we can check that, except for the dsterf algorithm, the remaining ones
clearly depend on the problem. The dstrid algorithm surpasses the routines of LAPACK
and the DV algorithm, except for the type 3 matrices (Wilkinson matrices). We can also see
that the pure bisection method (dstebz) achieves worse performance than the obtained by
combining it with the Laguerre method during the extraction phase (dstrid).

Tables 1 and 2 enable us to compare the different speed-ups of the two parallel
algorithms described in section 4, with regard to the best sequential algorithm (dstrid). The
results in this case depend on the type of parallelization and on the influence of the features
of different types of matrices. The tables allow us to study the influence of modifying either
the number of processors utilised or the size of the matrices whose eigenvalues are
computed. The results in the case of type 4 matrices with sizes larger than 1024 are not
shown because the memory needed to generate them surpasses that available.

It is worth pointing out the excellent performance of the pstsep algorithm. It achieves
almost optimum speedup with practically any matrix size and any number of processors.
Moreover, it scales very well in the sense that it presents no degradation of the performance
when the number of processors increases, even if the size of the matrix is kept constant.

Although the use of a dynamic distribution strategy in the pstfar algorithm is intended
to solve the problem of a possible load imbalance in the pstsep algorithm, it introduces a
new factor which can severely penalize the performance in a message-passing environment:
the communications overhead. While the pstsep algorithm can evolve with no
communications, the pstfar algorithm requires the sending of a large number of short
messages. This fact strongly determines the relative performance of both algorithms. Thus,
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pstfar can only reach the performance of the pstsep when a large enough arithmetic cost
compensates the cost of the communications introduced. This can happen in the case of the
Wilkinson matrices, where the cost of extracting each eigenvalue is high, or for very large
scale matrices.

On the other hand, the application of both parallel schemes to the matrices of class 4 is
completely useless. The fact that all the eigenvalues are located in a single cluster and the
short execution time of the algorithm in this case make it impossible to obtain the
advantages of a parallel scheme based on the third class of parallelism cited in 4.1.

TABLE 1

Speedup modifying the number of processors. n=1024.

Number of processors

Class Algorithm 2 4 8 16 32

1 pstsep 2,00 3,97 7,70 14,51 27,47

pstfar 1,50 2,98 5,73 7,81 7,85

2 pstsep 2,00 3,91 7,67 15,09 29,23

pstfar 1,44 2,82 5,39 6,04 5,80

3 pstsep 1,98 3,95 7,69 15,01 29,27

pstfar 1,69 3,36 6,65 12,97 23,92

4 pstsep 1,00 1,04 1,03 1,04 1,03

pstfar 0,96 0,97 0,96 0,95 0,94

TABLE 2

Speedup modifying the size of the matrices. p=32.

Matrix size

Class Algorithm 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096

1 pstsep 20,03 23,11 26,63 27,47 30,01 30,07

pstfar 1,39 2,38 4,26 7,85 19,78 23,87

2 pstsep 22,07 25,69 28,20 29,23 28,87 26,59

pstfar 1,04 1,76 3,19 5,80 14,24 22,33

3 pstsep 25,49 27,58 29,15 29,27 29,57 29,76

pstfar 5,38 9,58 16,35 23,92 23,82 23,92

4 pstsep 1,06 1,06 1,21 1,03

pstfar 0,66 0,82 0,95 0,94

Figure 3 allows us to analyze the scalability of the two parallel algorithms [34].
Specifically we use a isospeed scalability metric as it is defined in [41]. In this sense, we
consider that a parallel algorithm is scalable if we could maintain the execution time by
simultaneously increasing the number of processors and the size of the problem. In the case
of the two parallel algorithms that we are analyzing the problem size is of O(n2) to compute
all the eigenvalues of the matrix. In order to maintain the size of the sub-problem solved in
each processor, each time we double the size of the matrix we have to multiply by four the
number of processors. Figure 3 shows the almost perfect scalability of the pstsep algorithm,
even when we use 256 processors. Therefore, we can consider the pstsep algorithm very
adequate for solving this problem on massively parallel architectures. On the other side the
overhead cost introduced by the communications in the case of the pstfar algorithm
produces a clear increment of the execution time, even if scaling the problem size.
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Scaled execution time
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FIG. 3. Scaled execution time of the parallel algorithms (matrices of type 1).

6. Conclusions. From the work presented in [3], of which one part has been compiled
in this paper, we can conclude that the best method to solve the symmetric tridiagonal
eigenvalue problem is the bisection method. This method is specially efficient when it is
implemented in two phases and an adequate choice of the method used in the isolation
phase and in the extraction phase is made. The experimental results obtained confirm that
the parallel bisection method, adequately implemented, surpasses the best divide-and-
conquer algorithms developed up till now.

To get a good implementation of the bisection method, we have compared different
root-finding algorithms. For the first time, we have combined the bisection method in the
isolation phase with the Laguerre iteration in the extraction phase. The two-phases bisection
algorithm thus implemented surpasses the performance of what has generally been
considered the best sequential algorithm, the QR iteration.

The parallelization of the bisection method can be carried out in several ways. As far as
we know, the best performance with this algorithm is achieved by equally dividing the
computation of the different eigenvalues among the processors. This scheme can be
implemented by means of two approaches for distributing the load among the nodes of the
multiprocessor: a static approach and a dynamic approach. Although the dynamic
distribution allows a better load balance, the introduction of a large number of
communications has turned out to be decisive in decreasing the performance of the
algorithm, specially with small and medium size matrices. Moreover, the static version
shows a very good scalability and so it is very adequate for massively parallel architectures.

It is also worth noticing that both the bisection and the divide and conquer methods are
dependent on the problem. This has been clearly stated by observing the behaviour of the
different algorithms when the type of the matrix varies, and more specifically, when the
distribution of the eigenvalues in the spectrum, the number of clusters, the deflations or the
number of hidden eigenvalues varies.
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